What Mount Pleasant Should Demand from CARTA &
County Council Today
August 8, 2017 by Hungryneck Straphangers / Best Friends of Lowcountry Transit, Inc.
By William Hamilton i
CARTA’s complicity in being defunded by the COG and County Council can only be
stopped by the willingness of our municipal governments to refuse to approve the
CARTA budget, followed by a fierce public advocacy effort (which we’ll forcefully
participate in) to negotiate a responsible, productive ramp up in regular bus supplied
transit service to the full funding level available. That can be followed (several years
later) by deployment of the first local Bus Rapid Transit line from Charleston to
Summerville.

Chris Jackson supervises citizens signing the committment to
transit in September 2016. It now has over 500 signatures.

While County Council may claim they’re
going to build roads now and fund the
buses a decade from now, technically
fulfilling the promises made in their Oct.
2016 resolution, the public does not accept
that. Many transit riders and their families
will continue to pay the new half penny
sales tax for the remainder of their lives
and see nothing for it, dying before the new
services run. This policy isn’t a lie, it’s a
craftier form of deceit probably conceived
over a year ago. Ron Mitchem was talking
about “controlling expectations” and “pay
go” road construction priorities two days
after the referendum vote.

A policy making transit riders, the disabled, the elderly, the young and their families wati
a decade forces our organization to put aside our plans to build a positive, transit
friendly culture here. We will be required to apply our now considerable resources to a
fight to get the funding back that will activate class, age, racial and mobility defined
divisions within our community. Our eventual victory will be highly destructive and
further poison the already toxic civic environment.
If County Council manages to commit all the available half penny sales tax funding to
road construction making the correction impossible for the next ten to twelve years, our
efforts will hit that wall ending many political careers and leaving the entire community
with an example of betrayal that makes further tax referendums or publically approved
funding mechanisms for civic improvement nearly impossible. This will impact schools,
public works, and the drainage and sea level rise preparations we need to fund. Road
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and transit funding initiatives needed in Berkeley and Dorchester Counties will reach the
ballot box dead on arrival.
Mount Pleasant is the only major municipality left in the Lowcountry with the focus and
will to force renegotiation of this ten year plan to leave transit unfunded now. As of last
Thursday, the Mayor of Charleston did not know the status of the CARTA budget
approval there. North Charleston has already voted to approve. At the time of the vote,
the Mayor there, like our organization didn’t yet really understand what was going on. A
year from now, that process may not be available because County Council will have
committed all the funds to other priorities including road projects like I526.

What Mount Pleasant Needs for Itself
Mount Pleasant and the East Cooper area contribute about 40% of the total sales tax
revenues in Charleston County. Mount Pleasant has a major stake in the function of the
entire transit system. That entire share cannot and should not be spent East of the
Cooper. We benefit from service in N. Charleston, West Ashely and James Island so it’s
residents and workers can travel between these communities. However, the current
level of service East of the Cooper, slashed two years ago as part of what was
represented as a “tweeking of the
system” has left the community
with plummeting ridership levels.
This is the minimum we believe
Mount Pleasant should accept for
next year along with the promise
for further improvements in the
future.

Three new stops
The County and DOT have refused
to honor their “complete streets”
promises in the two sales tax
referendums. In the case of
Johnnie Dodds Blvd.
Transit service needs to be returned to East Cooper Beaches. People in
representative of the country
East Cooper shouldn’t be forced to fight for increasingly limited parking at promised that project would
our beaches. The objections of beach residents are unfounded since this
include bus stops when finished to
will reduce traffic congestion and increase safety.
our organization, Linda Page and
Thomasina Stokes Marshal
(members of the CARTA board). These statements were lies. Such plans cannot be
found on any of the plans for the road we’ve seen. The town has been forces to retrofit
less effective stops at it’s own cost. Without pullouts or appropriate locations for
shelters, we can’t build the quality stops we need to build ridership and reduce
congestion.
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Three stops are needed on North 17 now.
Corner of Carolina Park Blvd. and North 17 (in front of the weird little barn which
Carolina park doesn't like transit riders to use as a rain shelter. Next time somebody
wants to build something weird like that, lets talk them into spending money on
something useful. A lot of people get dropped off or walk to that corner because it's the
northern limit of the CARTA system. '
17 & 41, several possible locations in this area. Needs to be well located for car drop off
and pick ups of "kiss riders" that is to say, riders who's family members drop them off to
ride transit and kiss them good by. I think near the new Gas station would help the gas
station make money and provide a good stop for Gregory Ferry Landing Apartments.
Brickyard, probably near the Grocery Store entrance.
All of these are inboud stops. We'll need better, solid transit service all the way to
Wando HS for this to work.

Improved Bus Service
Servicing East Cooper Hospital at their new location is hard. It's a huge time guzzling
detour for the 40 and it's an either or proposition with Wando Crossing. The air distance
between the bus
line and hospital is
actually small, but
there are canals,
highways, and
fences blocking it.
Mount Pleasant’s
long term plan
should be to locate
our East
Cooperstop
Tranist hub in this
area and use a
pedestrian path
and bridges to
connect that to the
Medical complex
and all our transit services. The pedistiran and cycle bridge would also connect a set of
small park and ride lots allowing drivers to access transit without the turning movements
and road crossings which generate traffic congestion. Buses and cars would both do
less turning, driving and waiting access ing a set of connected stops. A larger and more
detailed printable diagram is online
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CARTA should commit resources to planning and building this facility now. 2 million
dollars will be spend on the new park and ride facility in N. Charleston and the East
Cooper area has the right to expect planning and resource commitment on a similar
scale.
Restore the 40 to Solid, Extended Service to
Wando HS. Hourly service on the #40 all the Way to
Wando HS with no transfer. 16 hours Monday to
Saturday, 10 on Sunday and Holidays. Service
should reach and be available for Friday night football
games at the new Stadium on Fall 2018.
Fix the 41- Hourly service on the 41, Truncate the
existing route to from downtown to New Parsonage
Way once an hour. Set it up to run from downtown 30
minutes before or after the 40 giving us 30 minute
service to the Ravened Gateway area.
Express Service- No further cuts to Express bus
service. Plan improvement of permenant, secure park
and ride facilities with lighted shelters.
Tel a Ride- Improve tel a ride service with
computerized dispatch and routing. Provide bus
tracking info to riders.

Town provided bus stop, Wingo Way

Bus to the Beach- Provide service to the commercial district of IOP, Friday and
Saturday, 12 hours a day, Sunday, 10 hours a day from Mount Pleasant Town Center.
From May 1 to Labor Day. This and Folly are a major priority for our organization and
we’ll initiate a series of socially and economically disruptive actions in September 2017
unless progress in this area appears likely. We cannot accept willingly partricipating the
the injustice of a community which exploits low wage hospitality labor to run it’s
economy and refuses those same people the opportunity to enjoy the beach with their
children and grandchildren. Saying car driven traffic congestion makes this too difficult
or expensive prioritizes the desire of already privileged drivers over transit riders and is
repugnant to our organizations commitment to social and economic justice. See our
video on this issue.

What Hungryneck Straphangers and Best Friends of
Lowcountry Transit will Contribute.
We’re ready to support these improvements with a large, on the ground effort to build
ridership like the one we successfully deployed East of the cooper from 2008 to 2015
which contributed to a 309% increase in transit ridership here. We’ll work events like the
Children’s Festival and go door to door in neighborhoods near transit stops. We’ve
already begun our East Cooper Canvassing effort.
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Most of our effort has to be focused on Charleston, North Charleston and Dorchester,
however while we’re there we can promote the availability of better East Cooper Bus
Service and IOP Beach Service to other parts of the community, bringing possible
employees, shopping visitors and tourists into our area to work, spend and consume
hospitality services like hotels and
restaurants without their congestion
producing automobiles. We’ve
successfully promoted Park
Pleasantly, Play Downtown strategies
to fill hotel rooms here for 7 years.
Employers like Walmart use transit to
keep their places of business staffed.
Rising ridership and community
awareness protects our routes from
the threat of being cut and builds on
Talking to locals about transit on King Street at Second Sunday in
the transit enabled community culture
September 2016. Getting signups for our 1600 member mailing and
we’ve already established here.
phone call list.
The June 2016 cuts reversed some of
our progress, but the desire for better transit East of the Cooper has continued to move
forward. We have over 200 East Cooper Residents on our mailing list. Many signers of
the Sanford Petition (included in your package) are from East Cooper. Support for
improved public transit in Mount Pleasant is a leading example of progress in
conservative, suburban communities like ours across the US and was noted at the May
2017 APTA conference in Seattle where we presented. It was also a motivating reason
cited by Transit Center in giving us our 20-thousand-dollar community builder’s grant.
We also continue to have the support of Americans for Transit, which was instrumental
in supporting the Hundred Thousand Dollar “Transit Complete the Penny” campaign
which delivered the margin for victory in the November 2016 referendum election with
won 600 million for better public transit and over a billion dollars for new roads.
However, a detonating local working class economy and social conditions indicate that
some of that effort may have to be provided by paid leadership and canvassing workers.
It’s become harder to find the number of people to needed work events and knock on
doors needed. Knocking on doors is now perceived as being too dangerous by many
youth groups. More working people are laboring at two or more jobs and often don’t
have nights or weekends available for volunteer work. However, we do have several
thousand dollars in seed money to apply to such an effort from our Transit Center grant.
We will help. William Hamilton has not and will not accept payment for any of his work,
but many of our supporters can’t afford to put 20 hours a week into this effort without
pay.
Mt. Pleasant has had better transit service and build better transit service. We voted for
better transit service on November 9, 2016 (as part of Charleston County) and we
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began paying for it with the new sales tax on May 1, 2017. It is time for us to get what
we’ve waited for, voted for and paid for.
Revised and updated material on this proposal can information on our upcoming actions
regarding CARTA and County Council may be round on our Facebook page at
https://www.facebook.com/BFLowcountryTransit/

Act Today
Reject the CARTA Budget tonight, demand they and Charleston County return with a
plan for better service for East Cooper, the rest of the county for next year and the next
decade. Offer the services of our Transportation and Planning Departments to assist
them.
Respectfully submitted:
William Hamilton
Executive Director
Best Friends of Lowcountry Tranist, Inc.
32 Sowell Street.
Mt. Pleasant, SC 29464
(843) 870-5299
Wjhamilton29464@gmail.com
i

Hamilton moved with his family to Hobcaw in May 1972. He lived there until leaving for College
in August 1978. He fully participated in the golden age of sailing on the Wando River in the
1970s. He returned home from college for holidays and summer until August 1985. He lived with
his parents at home from August to December of 1985. He lived in the City of Charleston from
January 1986 until August 2000, but kept his boat and much of his life at the family home at
Hobcaw during that period. His grandparents and brothers both were or are Mt. Pleasant
residents. He wrote a weekly column for the Moultrie news “Porches to Sidewalks” for 11 years,
June 2000 to November 2011. He is a founding resident of the I’On Community and the first
winner of its Civitas Award. In January 2011, Linda Page asked him to lead the local effort to
save the Town’s transit service, leading to the founding of Hungryneck Straphangers and Best
Friends of Lowcountry Transit. His son is also graduate of Wando High School. His wife is the
founder of I’Onissimo!, a chamber music organization which performs in Mt. Pleasant. He and his
son both regularly ride public transit here.
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at Superstop could include Tel-A-Ride transfers to and
from regular bus routes, Express bus service to Charleston & North Charleston, regular bus service to the Beach,
By Hungryneck Straphangers, August 8, 2017
High 17 Corridor, Coleman Blvd. and the Awendaw area,
Mount Pleasant needs a functional transit hub which will including Tri County Link service.
build transit ridership, provide safe, comfortable transit
The area would serve cyclists with a large bike storage
connections (free from the danger of being killed by
facility and bike share services.
speeding automobiles) and reduce
congestion.
Park & Ride
This hub could be
Lots (Small)
located near the
intersection of Highway 17 and I526. It
could serve multiple
Pedistrian &
transit stops
Cycle Bridge
(reducing the chal-

East Cooper Stop

lenge and lost time
of getting all transit
vehicles to a single
location) with traffic
separated pedestrian and bike paths
reaching the East
Cooper Medical
Complex, Bowman
Road Intersection,
Wando Crossing
Shopping Center,
Central Mount
Pleasant, a number
of smaller park and
ride lots and Stuard
Engalls Blvd.
Services connected

Bus Stops &
Shelters.

The result of this could be faster trips, increased ridership and a major increase in transit rider and cyclist
safety.
One of the major planning goals for such a hub would be
avoiding having people cross busy highways on foot, the
largest current obstacle to building transit ridership here.

PLANNING INPUT
This input is broken down into three broad categories; strategic, operational, and tactical – going from a
big picture overview, through processes to meet the established goals, and specific ideas to be
implemented at the service providing level.
STRATEGIC
Compliance Scoring. Once the Comprehensive Plan is law establish and objective, yes or no, scoring
system based on the 8-9 main components of the plan so that proposals brought into the planning
approval process can be determined up from as to their compliance with the Comprehensive Plan. This
would provide an objective determination as to the merits of the proposed project without burying noncompliant aspects of the proposal deep within the text.
Reduce the waste generated when the Comprehensive Plan is at odds with other programs in place
within the town. This can best be described by example; The Town has recently raised the impact fees
charged to businesses building / renovating in the town limits. This is done to help pay the additional
infrastructure costs associated with business growth, in effect a way to control growth. At the same time
the Town maintains a business development organization tasked with stimulating growth within the
Town. This is just one example and I am sure there are others. Perhaps the idea here would be to
compare the ideas brought forward with the Comprehensive Plan and compare them to current
processes in place and resolve the differences.
Establish a process within the Comprehensive Plan that makes it comparatively difficult to amend. For a
Comprehensive Plan that is designed to work over a ten year period to work there needs to be some
safeguards to its’ longevity. Making it difficult to amend will serve to protect the plan from changes
brought about by turnover within the town leadership. Possibly the requirement of a super majority of
council or the requirement for sequential votes of council over a longer time period. As designed the
Comprehensive Plan has a built in sunset provision which prohibits the plan from becoming too
inflexible.
Carrot and not a stick. Develop a Comprehensive Plan that will steer developers towards the town’s
goals and not in conflict with it. It can be a lot less expensive in time and money to offer incentives to
those driving growth than dealing with litigation. Keep the big picture in view.
Crystal ball predictions. I’m sure this is already in the process but just for emphasis I suggest the
facilitators in this process provide a best guess prediction of what our town will look like in ten years.
Population, economics, climate issues, demographics, etc. This may help the focus group with fine
tuning the proposals they may develop.

OPERATIONAL
Smart location of utilities. One of the largest costs – and time sinks - associated with ongoing renewal
projects are the relocation of utilities. We should try to minimize this impact in the future. Establishing
utility corridors and wider road rights of way in the planning of developments is something developers
may have issues with but will pay benefits to the taxpayers down the road.
Changing transportation methods. Increasing cars and truck transportation in and through our town is
perhaps the largest headache in the entire growth process. Reducing this impact should be primary
focus in this process. To that end, emphasizing alternate transportation methods would be a step in the
right direction. Incorporating bike / golf cart paths in and between neighborhoods, additional public
transportation incorporating a smaller feeder bus system in the CARTA mainline, and the pie in the sky
solution – light rail, would all further us to that end.
Additional park and ride locations. Fuller cars mean fewer vehicles on the road, fuller busses mean many
fewer vehicles on the road, establishing additional park and ride locations is a means to that end. I
suspect the difficult part will not be finding the land but rather changing peoples’ views of the idea.
Road Shoulders. Building a road with no shoulders or abrupt curbs makes it very difficult to navigate
around a vehicle that is stopped for any reason. This is exceptionally bad when an emergency vehicle is
trying to get by. Response times are dramatically increased and the traffic flow is choked down. Build
new roads and retrofit existing roads with wider shoulders and / or sloped curbs. Ditches could also be
replaced by piped drainage and shoulders added on top of them. A prime example is Mathis Ferry road,
cultural and historical aspects of this road not withstanding.
Traffic calming devices. Emphasize traffic calming devices other than speed humps. Other devices should
be implemented in the planning process for new developments.
Separation of use during peak traffic periods. Rush hour commutes can be especially trying on a two
lane road (Mathis Ferry) following a school bus or garbage truck. Coordinate with service providers to
either use alternate routes or travel congestive routes at less busy times.
Heirs Property. Assistance with heirs property is perhaps one of the major issues impacting the
economic growth of the traditional African American communities. Property is often difficult to sell
because ownership issues are clouded, property can be lost for tax issues, and unethical entities can
take advantage of this community by inducing sales at less than market value because of their problems.
One way to improve the quality of life for us all is to offer assistance / information to this part of our
community on this specific issue.
Update the town’s tree ordinance. Currently it is difficult and expensive to cut down a large protected
tree. The result is that trees that should be removed remain in place until some natural event brings
them down. This impacts community safety, infrastructure protection, and quality of life. Revisit the
ordinance and develop a plan / program to address this issue.

Flooding issues. Prioritize areas prone to flooding to have their drainage issues addressed and explore
the possibility of raising roadbeds. Perfect examples of the road bed issue are the marsh crossing section
of Longpoint Road and Rifle Range road near Hamlin Plantation.

TACTICAL
Improve access to sweetgrass basket stands. The current access on Hwy 17 is very limiting and
dangerous (caught behind a vehicle stopped on the highway to buy a basket?)
More circles fewer lights. Circles work, people are getting more comfortable with them, and they work
when the power is off.
Improve the timing of traffic signals. From a purely empirical point of view the timing of traffic signals
could be greatly improved especially at Shellmore and 17
Emphasis of getting septic tank users on sewers or an intermediate solution in the short term. The use of
septic systems greatly impacts the water quality of our creeks and marshes. The solution is to get these
systems connected to the MPWW system, the problem is cost. Continue to offer incentives for these
users to connect and “sweeten the pot”. As an interim solution explore the possibilities of alternate
solutions. One simple (temporary) solution is to offer low cost septic tank pumping / cleaning,
underwritten by the town, prior to the beginning of hurricane season.
Monitor the water quality of Shem Creek. Local and frequent water quality monitoring of one of our key
gathering nodes will give us a better measure of the health of our creek, help identify specific problems,
and keep the idea of water quality (septic tank) issues in the limelight.
Allow citizen access to the towns transfer station. This will reduce some personal traffic to and from the
Bees Ferry landfill, reduce some pressure on sanitation department collections (large loads could be
dropped off at the transfer station instead on being left for street side collection), and improve the
quality of life.
.

Mount Pleasant Community Arts Center
A Survey of Members of Mt. Pleasant’s Creative Community
In Support of the Town’s New Comprehensive Plan Project
Survey Results
Mail by November 16 to Elizabeth Boyles, Mt. Pleasant Planning Dept., 100 Ann Edwards Lane,
Mount. Pleasant 29464. Or email as an attachment to eboyles@tompsc.com
1. Does Mt. Pleasant need a community arts center for the performing, visual and literary arts?
70 yes
0 no 4 not sure
2. Should the arts receive support and funding on a par with recreation and other social priorities ?
68 yes
0 no 4 not sure
3. In what ways are you currently involved in the arts? Check all that apply.
20 Studio/Visual Arts (painting, sculpture, photography, crafts, graphic design, mixed media, etc.)
7 Sweetgrass Baskets, Textile Arts (create, design, market, etc.)
57 Music (band, orchestra, choir, small ensemble, conducting, composing, arranging, teaching, etc.)
2 Dance (performance, study, choreography, pit band/orchestra, composing, teaching, etc.)
13 Literary Arts (novels, short stories, long or short form nonfiction, poetry, plays, etc.)
1 Theater (acting, tech, directing, costume, design, promotion, etc.)
5 Electronic Production (laying down tracks, editing, preparing material for sale/publication, etc.)
3 Broadcast Media (television, film, animation, Internet, etc.)
6 Arts Management (promotion, agent, serve on an arts board, have an arts management role, etc.)
Do you own or work for a local business that derives income from any of the arts forms listed above?
14 yes
60 no
6. Does Mt. Pleasant need additional affordable spaces where artists can work, exhibit, and perform?
61 yes
0 no
13 not sure
7. Should Mt. Pleasant’s government be more proactive in supporting efforts to DO art, in contrast to
efforts that promote the scheduling of large concerts, festivals, and other events?
66 yes
1 no
6 not sure
8. Should Mt. Pleasant offer an incubator to teach individuals how to earn a living from their art?
33 yes
7 no
32 not sure
9. What would you like tell individuals who will be putting together the town’s Comprehensive Plan?
(Please see attached summary of responses)

Please tell us about you. The Comprehensive Plan process is citizen driven. Demographic data
helps us make sure we sample all segments of our Town population. Thank you for responding!
9. How old are you?
2 -Younger than 20
6 -20-29
6 -30-39
10. What is your gender?

5 -40-49
10 -50-59
14 -60-69
21 Male

22 -70-79
2 -Older than 80

46 Female

0 Prefer not to answer

11. What is the highest level of education you have completed?
1 Have not completed high school
28 Bachelor Degree
1 High school or GED
17 Master Degree
10 Some College
8 Post-Graduate Degree
2 Technical Degree or Certification
12. What is your race?
1 American Indian
1 Asian/ Pacific Islander
1 Black or African American

0 Hispanic
58 White / Caucasian
4 Multiple Ethnicity/ other: Human; Asian/Hispanic;
Asian/Caucasian; American Indian/Caucasian

13 Where do you live?
52 My primary residence is in the Town of Mount Pleasant.
0 I am a part time/seasonal resident of Mount Pleasant.
10 I live in Charleston or Berkeley County near or adjacent to the Town of Mount Pleasant.
3 I live in Charleston Co. or Berkeley Co. more than 1 mile from the Town of Mount Pleasant
1 I live outside of Charleston County or Berkeley County.
1 Other ____Dorchester County_________________________________________
14. For Town of Mount Pleasant Residents Only: How long have you lived in Mount Pleasant?
1- Less than 1 year
17 -11 to 20 years
12 -1 to 5 years
13 - 21-40 years
6 - 6 to 10 years
2- More than 40 years
15. For Non-Town Residents: If you currently live outside of the Town, please tell us your interest in
Mount Pleasant and why you are completing this survey.
0 I own land/property in the Town but do not currently live in Mount Pleasant.
1 I own or operate a business in Mount Pleasant.
1 I own land/property adjacent to Mount Pleasant and have concerns about future annexation of or
service provision to my property.
9 I rely on businesses and services in Mount Pleasant to meet many of my daily needs (shopping,
medical, professional).
0 I am a developer or builder who has projects in Mount Pleasant.
8 Other (Please specify.) Arts performer & teacher; member of Southcoast Symphony; musician
who would love to play in Mt. P; Southcoast Symphony; director of Seaside Singers; sing in
community choir; relatives & taught music in elementary schools; daughter in Mt. P; Work in
Mt. P; Family, church & shopping
Please stay involved! Visit the plan website for regular updates: www.tompsc.com/565/Comprehensive-Plan

Mount Pleasant Community Arts Center Survey

Question 9: What would you like to tell individuals who will be putting together the town’s
Comprehensive Plan.

Art, in all its forms, is a measure of the status, and vitality of a community. Mt Pleasant has grown
without the status of Greenville, Charleston, Columbia, and Myrtle Beach. Please see the following site:

The 5 Best Cities in South Carolina for the Arts - Movoto
www.movoto.com/guide/sc/the-5-best-cities-in-south-carolina-for-the-arts/
Without art shows, book signings, theatre, musical presentations, small theatre productions, group
discussions, and historical events, even a “growing” city is stagnant.
I am a published author of books and magazine articles in the venue of military/historical, with no support
from any local source. There are dozens of others in the same situation here in Mt Pleasant. That should
change.
Aside from my personal situation, where are the little theater’s, the literary clubs, the street music
presentations, etc. in Mt Pleasant?
Out of sight, out of mind. That’s where.
- Having another city small

orchestra in the Charleston Area would more than make up for the money
spent on it. It would give a better accessible venue than Downtown Charleston which would boost
tourism, the local economy, and can indirectly increase the tax revenue without having to increase the tax
rate. It can also act a promoting tool for both local start up business and established business as well as a
being a point of pride for the city, which is something that a town or city always needs.
The town lacks any creative arts opportunities for residents. There is no public art anywhere in the
community (and I’m not talking painted power boxes). People moving into our community are floored by
the fact there is not an art center in a town this size and with a highly-educated and cultural aware
population. Mount Pleasant does a wonderful job supporting sports, but falls short in giving all residents
the opportunity for diverse recreation, which includes the arts. A good balance is what we need.
The arts are so CRITICAL to having a vibrant community! PLEASE support the development of a plan
for vibrant arts opportunities and businesses related to the arts! Mount Pleasant has grown so quickly but
our arts opportunities have not kept pace. While festivals and events are wonderful, they do not provide
the foundation needed to sustain and increase quality “daily life” arts experiences in Mount Pleasant. We
are fortunate because so many of our Mt. Pleasant schools do an incredible job of teaching the arts. We
have some of the best school-based arts programs in the Lowcountry. However, once these children
graduate, what support is there for them if they choose to pursue their art area as a career? The Town
needs to increase support for local arts businesses- especially for small businesses. A grant program
would be a great way to support small arts-based business start-ups.
I would also like to see the Town provide more support for our school arts programs. One way the Town
can do this is by lobbying Charleston County School District to sustain equitable funding and resources
for our local schools! We have so many wonderful organizations locally who do excellent work
partnering with our schools, such as Engaging Creative Minds. There are Mount Pleasant schools on the
waiting list to receive ECM programming. I know the Town has begun a partnership with ECM in the last
year or two and I really hope that it will be sustained.

We also need a Performing Arts Center in Mount Pleasant. This building would serve as a central hub for
the local arts community and would provide much-needed performance space for the many awardwinning school groups in our Town. For example, this January, Cario Middle School’s musical theater
production will have to be performed at the Sotille Theater downtown because there is no available space
East of the Cooper. That is a hardship on all the families having to travel across town to Charleston for
rehearsals and performances. Mount Pleasant is big enough now to have it’s own performing space!
I wish you all wisdom, insight, and unflagging motivation in planning a sensible, community-based future
for Mount Pleasant. Please don’t forget the arts. This is a perfect spot on earth to encourage artistic
creativity.
I would like to see the town bring in/support more multi-cultural events that advocate for the spectrum of
art mediums listed in question three.
I certainly would not say “no” to any of these questions, but I’m hesitant to say “yes” either, since I have
no real connection to the Town of Mount Pleasant (see below). I am answering as a member of the
Southcoast Symphony.
The mark of any great community is the arts. Many communities that are the size of Mt. Pleasant have
performing arts venues and support local performing arts organizations because they realize it makes the
community a better place to live. The beauty of Mt. Pleasant deserves to have a thriving arts community
as well.
Please continue to support orchestras and bands by helping with funding and rehearsal spaces. The
concerts really bring people together and help to inspire unity among people from all different
demographics. In addition music, and all other forms of art, give people an outlet of expression and
provide entertainment for the community.
Arts are an integral part of a vibrant society. In an age where STEM is becoming more important The Arts
seem to be undervalued. If STEM tells us How? Then The Arts tell us Why? The Arts are that part of
being that make us feel good about life. It should be celebrated and supported just like all other aspects of
life.
As a part of the Charleston Community Band and Southcoast Symphony Orchestra, I have been with both
groups during various events in the town of Mount Pleasant and around the Charleston area. We always
receive a warm welcome from the residents and if we had an arts venue, we would be able to draw in
more of the town and provide entertainment for an even greater number of people. Many groups struggle
for places to rehearse and must rely on private spaces, churches, and schools.
The arts have an important place in people’s lives; whether that means participating in, or enjoying &
observing it. Only when people are educated about and exposed to a variety of arts programs do they learn
to appreciate them. Our local artists and musicians are under represented and under appreciated in the
public. Mt. Pleasant would benefit from a venue for these events, as well as a variety of public events for
visual and performing arts.
Quality of life, community profile and the economy in Charleston, Summerville and North Charleston are
greatly enhanced by symphonic performances and orchestras named for these communities.
The Mt. Pleasant arts community needs a separate identity, rather than being absorbed into the Charleston
arts community.

The Mount Pleasant Artist Guild has about 170 members now, and grows every single meeting. We
would love a permanent, centrally located space to hold meetings, show or works (permanent gallery
space), do workshops, community events, childrens' art events, etc and be more involved with
the community. Art is theraputic and we need it now more than ever.
I feel making an artist who tries to sell a single painting at our Perspectives Gallery should NOT have to
pay for a license to sell – few artists ever make an actual profit from selling their art, after buying their
materials, paying for receptions, paying dues, and paying commission to the gallery. You are strongly
discouraging artists to get involved by this added taxation by requiring them to buy a Sellers License (? I
am not sure if I am calling it the right name, I just heard that some MPAG members had to pay not one
but two years fees just to put a painting in the gallery for a month or two.)
Art makes a place livable and enjoyable. By having a vibrant art scene, and a place where young folks can
engage in creative arts it establishes a whole community. One that outsider want to join, and insider want
to be a part of, without it you have a busy traffic circle. Not the community and care I want my kids to
grow up in.
There is much value for children and adults in exploring the fine arts. Studies have shown that the study
of music directly enhances mathematical skills. We have too much focus on competitive sports and not
enough emphasis on free-play. Life should not be competitive at the age of 5, but should be collaborative
and fun.
Please allow the utilization of existing facilities, Alhambra Hall, Sweetgrass Pavillion, and other
buildings, that have many hours of availability. Use for cultural arts, residents, taxpayers, should have a
stake in these buildings for a variety of uses @ (affordable rates).
- Every respected

City or metropolitan area in the developed and developed world has at least two
professional orchestras, if not more, being partly or fully supported by the city. Chicago has at least 2,
New York and its metropolitan area has god know how many, and even Houston with it ultra conservative
budgeting pays for two of them. Mt Pleasant is growing to the point, and has the right demographic,
where it could benefit greatly with having a small orchestra of professional and semi professional
members. It would increase local tourism, give a medium for which businesses can promote themselves,
and just overall increase the value and quality of the city.
As the largest town in SC and one of the state’s fastest growing areas, we deserve an arts center. Many
residents opt not to travel into Charleston for practice/rehearsal/performances. Mt. Pleasant is overlooking
a vital part of its community.
Follow the examples of other SC citys that fund and provide orchestras, choruses, art gallerys, dance
studios, etc, etc.
There are many artists, musicians, writers, dancers, and theater performers living in Mt. Pleasant. Find out
how other cities, towns and communities fund their local arts councils.
I think the plan should include a functional facility choral or instrumental groups to rehearse and perform.
More community space should be available free of charge for performance groups to use.
There are many groups in this area who are desperate for space to rehearse and perform. It would be great
to have space for that purpose or at lease provide consideration in the comprehensive plan for the future,
especially if fees are reasonable.
Arts is a very important part of school and life. It supports learning as well as personal expression. The
arts shaped my friends in I in highschool to who we are today.

Music and arts is important and beneficial to the lives of so many. Proper funding and creative space is
necessary.
Our choir has a great need for affordable space for rehearsal and performance. Vocal music is a great
asset to individuals and the community. It deserves the Town’s support and advocacy.
Include facilities for large groups to perform.
The arts are just as important as recreational facilities.
A performance center would be a great intimate, indoor venue for any performing group, visual artists,
and writers. It can bring revenue to the area as well as great local and visiting artists to Mt. P.
Children, especially, need exposure and access to the arts; safe places where they can safely express their
feelings. Through arts, children also learn empathy for others.
I would like to see a little theater building built in the town available for all to produce and perform.
The arts are vital to all people. Arts allow us to broaden and grow beyond our individual selves. The Arts
bring joy and happiness into our lives. We become more creative and alive. The Arts can also bring a
sense of peace and comfort. Please invest in the Arts as you develop the town’s Comprehensive Plan.
Mount Pleasant has large numbers of talented artistic neighbors who are looking for a place, an
organization, like-minded people, facilities, interested fellow musicians, poets, writers, dancers, painters,
sculptors, and interested audiences to enjoy the fruits of their love and labor.
This town absolutely must have an auditorium. Even the school groups have no place to perform. Mt.
Pleasant has some of the most highly awarded and recognized music programs (arts in general) in the
country. It is shameful how little support there is.
Include consideration of the Arts!
The arts in the community enrich people’s lives especially as they age. Since the town is becoming a little
“older” it makes sense to support the arts community.
Think of all of Mt. Pleasant, not just one certain area.
Exposure to arts is essential for well rounded growth in youth & wonderful escape & expression for
adults.
Listen to us.
A thriving community will always have a robust arts program where the talented of MP can bring a sense
of positiveness in its population.
(1) Please get out of debt.
(2) If we implement art, please encourage what will build Christ-honoring character!
“Do all things unto edifying”
Make sure the planning team is primarily artists – ethnic & $ balanced (income levels).
The arts enrich the cultural life of our town, making it a desirable place to live.
The arts generate tourism, employment, and economic development.

There is a severe shortage of flexible, affordable space for drama and music groups to rehearse and
perform. Schools and churches cannot meet growing need.
There is so many creative people that could enrich our community.
More options that are available for the arts could result in more opportunities for enriched quality of life
in our town.
Art like exercise (sports) restores the soul & strengthens us to be all we can be! Lifetime enrichment.
Arts education and implementation should be free if possible or affordable for all.
As a Studio Art graduate from Furman University, I felt set up for success. But it didn’t take long for me
to realize that making a career in the Arts — one that could actually sustain a family — was going to be a
very difficult endeavor. I shelved my art and pursued other things for a time. Then one day I was invited
to an Art show. As I walked around the gallery, something woke up inside of me that had been dormant
for a long while. I told my husband, “I want to do this. I need to do this.” So he bought me my first
camera with our meager tax return that year, and I’ve been chasing a career in the Arts ever since. I am a
freelance artist and writer, I teach private Art lessons, I’ve worked as a professional photographer, I have
a jewelry line that I created, and I own a business that teaches individuals how to paint. I am currently
working to establish a Creative Missional Community that not only provides local artists with a
community of like-minded people, but also provides opportunities for people to learn new crafts and
hone their existing skills. In all of these endeavors, I have come to recognize not only the value, but the
absolute need, we have to be taught how to create things with our own two hands. It is truly a beautiful
thing to empower someone to create, to validate their creativity and artistry, to see something come alive
in people that they weren’t aware of before. The Arts touch us in our very soul and make us feel alive,
seen, known, and heard.
In this digital age where everything seems to be centered more and more around a screen, creativity is
being lost. If we are looking to create a society of homogenous robots, then the first thing we should do
is kill the Arts. Otherwise, they are key to establishing a sustainable, life-giving community. There is an
incredible amount of untapped creativity in Mount Pleasant. Why would we not want to provide an
outlet for such a valuable resource?
Thank you so much for your time in considering the value of the Arts here in Mount Pleasant. It means
more than you know! If you would like to further the conversation, I would very much be interested.
Ever since 2001, I have been actively pursuing a Community Arts Center in Mt. Pleasant. As a visual
artist (painter) and a member of 2 choirs, I strongly feel the need of an Arts Center.

Recommendations for Adding the Arts to the New Comprehensive Plan
Prepared by the Mt. Pleasant Community Arts Center Committee
Making the arts part of the conversation
Issues related to the arts are generally absent from the 2009 town strategic plan. The
impression is a lack of awareness of the social and economic roles which the arts can and
should have in a vibrant, successful, forward-looking community.
Where the arts are mentioned, they are paired with culture. In several places the plan notes
the value of arts and culture; but very little attention is given to how the arts and culture can
be developed, managed, and leveraged for the good of the town. In particular, references to
the arts tend to assume a passive role for citizens, in which they are audiences who consume
the arts, rather than individuals who actively act, dance, rehearse, perform, and create. This
is a distinction that requires emphasis in the new Comprehensive Plan.
Recommendations for the New Comprehensive Plan
1. Add specific language and recommendations to the following Planning Elements, required
by SC state law:
• Cultural Resources
• Economics
• Community Facilities
• Priority Investment
2. Find a place for arts issues within the Major Themes from the Plan Vision (It is unclear
whether or not major themes have been developed for the new plan.)
Major Themes from the 2009 Plan are as follows:
• Livability
• Sustainability
• Level of Service
• Community and Neighborhood Recognition
• Maturation and Revitalization
• Economic Development
• Placemaking
• Harmony with Nature
3. Make the doing of art an important focus in the Plan, as opposed to focusing primarily on
building facilities for contracted shows and hiring arts productions to drive tourism.
4. Include as a strategy the use of existing town offices and employees to support and
coordinate efforts to support the arts.
5. Identify additional ways in which town facilities can be adapted or used to provide
additional rehearsal and performance space for performing groups.
6. Support efforts to secure grants that would support short-term and long-term projects
aimed at building an arts center in Mt. Pleasant.

Dear Ms. Boyles,
A number of citizens of Mt. Pleasant who believe it is high time that our town of
nearly 80,000 should have a full-range community arts center have formed a nonprofit 501c3 to foster interest in this project and see it come to fruition. We believe
a mission to see this become a reality should be a key part of the next
comprehensive plan, and would hope that you could make our vision known to the
planning committee.
The committee has developed a plan that would have the town of Mt.
Pleasant establish, at a convenient central location, an arts center that would
provide:
•
•
•
•
•
•

A theater space for plays, concerts, and dance performances, plus
eventually a resident acting company fostering new and local
playwrights;
A low-rent studio and rehearsal space for all artists, including painters,
sculptors, dancers, actors, musicians, and writers;
An art gallery with exhibit space for local artists and artisans, traveling
exhibits, and sweetgrass basket exhibits;
A gift shop selling arts and crafts by local and Southern artists;
A program for arts professionals to mentor local artists in business
strategies and procedures to allow them to make a living from their art;
and
An educational outreach program principally to take art into local
schools.

The National Conference of State Legislators has reported that “arts and
culture are consistent sources of economic growth, during both good and
difficult economic times… by attracting businesses, creating new jobs,
increasing tax revenues and promoting tourism.” And the previous
Comprehensive Plan listed a goal “to develop one or more destinations
for…cultural or arts events for Mount Pleasant to increase the attractiveness
of the community for all ages,” but in the event nothing at all was done--an
oversight we hope the new committee will work to correct.
According to Marie-Louise Moreto, chair of the Mount Pleasant Community
Arts Committee, the center is as much about community as it is about the
arts: "We see an arts center as a physical PLACE where people become part
of a new type of all-inclusive 'neighborhood,’ whether they live in the Old

Village or Park West. Like a great coffee shop, an arts center could be a
great hangout spot for young people, families, college students and older
people, where they all have something in common. The town becomes
smaller and friendlier when everyone is engaged, and bringing people
together not just to experience the arts but to create art themselves is a big
step toward bringing a large community together."
Please make all this known to the committee.
With thanks from the entire MPCAC, I am
Kirkpatrick Sale

November 17, 2017
VIA EMAIL
Liz Boyles
Principal Planner, Town of Mount Pleasant
eboyles@tompsc.com
C. Gregory Dale FAICP
McBride Dale Clarion
gdale@mcbridedale.com
Dear Ms. Boyles and Mr. Dale,
Under town ordnance 13016, the Historical Commission is tasked with the purpose to preserve, protect
and promote the integrity of properties significant to local history, architecture, archeology,
engineering, economics, transportation and culture. We are also tasked to encourage preservation
efforts in co-ordination with community desires and the town’s land use comprehensive plan. As I have
been selected to compile our input, please accept the following as a collective current submission of the
town’s Historical Commission to your call for comment on the Comprehensive Plan review:
--Protection of the Sweetgrass Basket Overlay District:
In June of 2017 the Commission sent a letter to Mayor Page documenting our unanimous June 8 vote to
ask that a moratorium on actions related to zoning matters that impact the Sweetgrass Overlay District
be enacted pending the conclusion of the current Comprehensive Plan review process. The overlay
district was recognized by the town in an effort to protect its cultural and environmental
heritage. Commission members have received numerous communications from concerned citizens over
the last year alarmed by the issuance of waivers to zoning restrictions in the district. Our Commission
values the intent of the designation of the overlay district and asks that it be preserved, and its status
and protections be enhanced in any revisions to the Comprehensive Plan. Our June letter is attached for
reference and elaboration. Similar considerations ought to be given to traditional African American
settlement areas within the town and within unincorporated areas that touch the town. The
Commission hopes that the residents of these areas become active in developing metrics and
proscriptions to describe and direct land use compatible with the historical character of the land.
--Development of connecting paths, trails and parklands along the Christ Church Line:
As part of Charleston’s Civil War defenses, Robert E. Lee designed and slaves built the Christ Church line,
a series of berms and forts cutting across the middle of Mount Pleasant, from Wampancheone Creek
(Boone Hall Creek) to the marsh facing Dewees Inlet at Fort Palmetto. Boone Hall contains the
northern/western terminus. The center portion of the line is protected in part by preservation
easements held by the South Carolina Battlefield Trust, and winds through the parish property of Christ
Church, through the construction site of the Primus neighborhood and then through lands that will be
included within the new Rifle Range Park. D.R.Horton, the developer of the Oyster Point Neighborhood
off Rifle Range Road, has already created a trail and park at the southern end of the line. This old civil
war fortification, with the existing partial protections afforded it, can serve as a foundation for a trail
linking the Mount Pleasant icons of Boone Hall, the Pinckney National Historic site, and the old Christ

Church (before there was a Town of Mount Pleasant, South Carolina was divided into parishes; the
Town’s footprint and the area beyond was within Christ Church Parish). With the Oyster Point and
Primus developers contributing sections, and the future construction of the Rifle Range Park, there is
potential for a park system that both connects existing tourist and recreation land use, and provides a
center of gravity for the Town away from Charleston Harbor. If bike trials or greenways are provided
along Long Point Road past Snee Farm and Boone Hall, and perhaps a bike/ pedestrian bridge over
Wampancheone Creek, this trail could connect to Palmetto Islands County Park. An eastern extension
could connect the Laurel Hill County Park. The unconnected pieces are already in place to create
something of a Frederick-Law-Olmsted-vision, something like Boston’s Emerald Neckless: a park system
that preserves the cultural and environmental heritage of the Town, provides a buffer around some of
its most significant historic properties, and creates a trail system that would become its own
attraction. As the Comprehensive Plan incorporates the often stated community desire for pedestrian
and bike trails, consideration ought to be given to pedestrian overpasses over main thoroughfares ( i.e.:
Highway 17), that would give this park system integrity. Undeveloped areas of land along the paths
should be considered for pocket parks, passive parks and wooded buffers. An online map of the civil
war berm is available at http://scbattlegroundtrust.org/mountpleasant/ , which can be linked through
the history tab on the Town’s website. Consideration ought to be given to involving a capable and
proven landscape architect in this design.
--Protections for older structures and archeological sites:
At one open house held by the Town last year an architecture student came to the Commission desk
and decried the destruction of what she determined was a Reconstruction era freedman’s cottage at the
clear-cut development of Indigo Square across from Towne Centre. The Comprehensive Plan should
recommend protections for buildings of a certain age (we propose 75 years, but this can be
debated). Possible mechanisms for such protection would require those seeking demolition permits to
warrant the age of the building and if greater than a certain age, to commission an archeological survey
of the structure for submission to the Town before any consideration of the destruction
request. Incentives might be considered for restoring or incorporating portions of older buildings to
new uses. As an example, the Commission is aware that Home Depot is considering use of the stone
entry way to the historic Laing Campus on Hwy 17 in their new construction on that land. Further, the
Commission was made aware that a building at 605 Long Point Road, on the block for redevelopment as
commercial office space, was a segregated school house built by the county school district in the late
1920s or early 30s. We hoped to begin discussions with interested parties to secure its incorporation on
site or relocation, but it appears that development has stalled. As part of the assembly of town archives
for our history room in the new Town Hall, we have found archeological surveys commissioned by
developers pre-development ( i.e.: Long Point/ the former Palmetto Grove plantation; Hobcaw
plantation). These surveys allow an informed discussion on what is being lost. Such surveys should be
required of all development over a certain size, density or foot print and the resulting report widely
disseminated to interested parties before authorizations for land clearing, construction or rezoning. These concerns should be addressed in requirements for impact studies in all development
above a determined scope.
--Respect for the integrity of our historic landscape:
Charleston developed as a city state: an urban core with an agricultural and natural periphery. We
should respect that land use by staying a town, and not seeking to be a city. As the Charleston County
land use plan seeks to maintain the character of rural areas, our development in contact with rural areas
should gradually become less dense. We should not build up to our boundaries. We should respect

existing designations of “scenic highways” (i.e.: Long Point Road) and maintain tree canopies where they
exist. View easements should be considered.
Many of these suggestions are broad, but appropriate for the initial phase of the comprehensive plan
review. We hope that the Commission can remain engaged in the process as specific recommendations
advance. Please contact me at your convenience with any questions or requests. I have copied all
members of the Town Historical Commission and its advisors, but ask that only Mr. Dale and Ms. Boyles
confirm receipt.
With kindest regards,
Patrick Morrissey
Vice Chair, Mount Pleasant Historical Commission

